As a result of an employee suggestion, the following format is offered for optional use by State and District offices to provide a ready reference source of information. The format contents are self explanatory and can easily be summarized by resource area, by district, or by state. Forms similar to this are receiving wide usage throughout Utah, and to some extent in other states and districts. A standard Bureau form is not being provided at this time in order to permit flexibility of use in each office. Your experience with the format will help in the development of a standard form.

****

Form_ _State

ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN RECORD

Resource Area

Planning Unit

Allotment Name

Total Acres Federal Acres

Date (Written) Revised Date Approved

Number of Users Season of Use

Grazing System No. of Pastures Class of Livestock

Licensed AUM's

Comments

Sec. 3 Sec. 15

S - Season long D - Deferred grazing R - Rotation grazing
DR - Deferred rotation grazing RR - Rest rotation grazing

FOR ADDITIONAL COPIES WRITE TO DIRECTOR, PORTLAND SERVICE CENTER, BOX 3861, PORTLAND, ORE., 97208